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I' THE WORLD 
VIEWED 
AT ROLLINS 
Last week the Charles Urschel 
kidnapping trial was mentioned in 
this column. About a week ago 
sis men were found guilty in this 
first test of the federal kidnapping 
law. Sentences were pronounced 
last Friday on Harvey Bailey, Al-
bert Bates, the main instigators, 
and their accomplices. Three, in-
cluding the above mentioned, were 
given life sentences while their 
aides each received twenty years. 
An interesting note about this 
trial was the fact that Saturday 
in Memphis George R. ("Machine 
Gun") Kelley was found hidden in 
a cabin. Kelley, one of the mid-
west's foremost gangsters since 
the Chicago St. Valentine's Mas-
sacre in 1929, was also one of the 
leaders in the Urshel abduction. 
After a three months chase over 
the entire south and mid-west he 
was finally imprisoned and is now 
awaiting his fate. No penalty can 
be too great, it seems to us, for 
this sort of crime, which has risen 
in popularity since the Lindbergh 
case two years ago. 
Stage and literary circles last 
week lost one of their foremost 
contributors when it was announc-
ed that Ringgold Wilmer "Ring" 
Lardner had passed away at his 
home in East Hampton, Long Isl-
and, during a sudden heart attack. 
"June Moon," one of his most re-
cent successes, enjoyed two suc-
cessful seasons on Broadway, was 
later re-built for the movies, and 
not long ago appeared in book I 
form. When recently asked for his 
ten favorite English words, he com-
prised the list: Gangrene, flit, 
scram, mange, wretch, smoot, guz-
zle, McNaboe, blute and crene. Mr. 
Lardner had four sons, one recent-
ly having completed a work on 
Technocracy, two attending Har-
vard, with whom we were once well 
acquainted, and the youngest now 
studying at Phillips Andover Aca-
demy. 
For the first time since 1926 the 
New York Giants last Saturday 
again fooled baseball experts and 
became World Champions when 
they won the series with Washing-
ton after only five games. Bet-
ting throughout the entire series 
had been highly in favor of the 
Senators. 
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Chosen To Head Rollins Associa-
tion On First Ballot Last 
Friday 
"I didn't think I could win," grinned Tommy Johnson, 
prominent campus leader and president of the Senior Class, 
as he learned that he had just become president of the Stu-
dent Body in the election held FWday morning. Polling an 
unexpected majority, Johnson swept into office with a total 
of 115 votes, as against the 79 of his only opponent, Bernie 
Bralove, X Club candidate for office. 
The election, which was the most 
heated and exciting in many years, 
was likewise the most well-conduct-
ed and orderly in the history of 
the college. With posters tacked 
all over the campus advertising the 
fitness and eligibility of the 
candidates, handbills fluttering 
through the air from a speeding 
airplane, and a ten-piece negro or-
chestra entertaining the college 
during supper, the election bore all 
the earmarks of a real old-fashion-
ed voting bee. The contest showed 
all indications of being a close one 
and little odds were being given 
on either candidate. 
A halt in the election occurred 
Friday morning when a number of 
ineligible ballots were cast but the 
Temporary Rush Rules 
Announced by Council 
Owing to the recent internal dis-
turbance of the Inter-farternity 
Council and the failure of that body 
to decide upon a permanent con-
stitution as yet, the folowing rules 
printed below will serve as tem-
porary rushing regulations until 
the new constitution is made and 
adopted. 
Resolved that there shall be no 
pledging of old or new men until 
after the next meeting of the In-
ter-Fraternity Council. That no 
Famous New York attorney, 
Frederick Barber Campbell, is now 
on trial for the hoarding of gold 
in the first test of the order issued 
last March by President Roosevelt. 
situation was soon well in hand • active or pledge of any fraternity 
and the election once again run- ; may. 1. Be in the company of any 
ning smoothly. The results of the rushee at a distance of more than 
election were announced late Fri- , ten miles from the administration 
day afternoon after the Student building. 2. Spend any money on 
Council had carefully checked and any rushee. 3. That no active or 
counted the ballots. I pledge may be in the company of 
The newly-elected president has '' more than two women on a rush 
been prominent in student activi- party. 
ties for three years, is a member Resolved that the council 
the status of September 1, of the Kappa Alpha fraternity and 
the O.D.K. Honor society. He is 
business manager of the "Tomo-
kan" and head of the Publications 
Union. He has been active in the 
Rollins Key Society and is a mem-
Rollins Key ociety, and is a mem-
! ' ° r ' ' " . . ™'^'"'!,_''!'*.^','"' ,_^.?'"!.ber of the Varsity "E" Club. 
Johnson is also a member of Pi 
Kappa Delta, National Honorary 
Forensic Society, and Pi Gamma 
Mu, honorary social science fra-
ternity. Last year he assumed the 
responsibility of chairman of the 
Junior Prom, and was also chosen 
president of the Senior Class. 
Tommy is a brilliant star on the 
Rollins varsity golf squad as well 
as a prominent and active member 
of the Rollins debating team. He 
represented Rollins at the National 
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament 
hundred thousand dollari 
worth of gold bars in a Chase Na-
tional Bank vault. Recently in-
dicted by a Federal jury in Man-
hattan, the hoarder took his case 
to the Supreme Court where in a 
short time the constitutionality of 
the President's move will be test-
ed. If Campbell, eminent New 
Yorker, is convicted, he wil be sub-
ject to a $10,000 fine and ten years 
imprisonment. If acquitted, he 
will win his constitutional rights 
but will thoroughly disrupt the 
Ch ie f Executive's Emergency 
Banking Act. 
Meanwhile Roosevelt, recently 
leturned from the Chicago Amer-
ican Legion Convention, has called 
for complete memorandum on the 
Russian question and may take 
steps for the recognition of the 
Soviet Republic. Both the Amer-
id the Federation of S ix 
gard to fraternity memberships, 
active and pledge, and that at the 
earliest posible opportunity a com-
mittee be appointed to draw up a 




Labor has opposed the recognition : A t M e e t i n g Y e s t e r d a y 
ot Russia at the present time, bu t ' 
the Administration's plans seem 
to be favoring it. 
Correcting our mistake in last 
week's edition we find that Flor-
"ia was the thirty-third state to 
vote on Prohibition and not the 
The new members of the Student 
Council were elected by the student 
body at a special meeting held in 
Recreation Hall Tuesday morning, 
October 10. 
The following students were 
I elected to this high office: For 
thirty-second, Virginia last week ' the Upper Division: Ray Miller, 
ratifying the twenty-first amend-, Mary Lynn Rogers and Robert 
•"ent. As we go to press, the re-! Fuchs. The lower division will be 
suits are unknown, but from the; represented by Bill Whalen, Janet 
>PParent lack of interest here-1 Murphy and Charles Clauson. 
abouts there is little doubt t h a t ' Clauson is the only freshman on 
Florida has acted similar to her I the Student Council. The votes | Even the academic gown, worn 
32 predecessors on this question. | were cast under the Hare system i all academic processions, is a sur-
I of proportional voting, in which ' vival of the influence of the Black 
The north moving hurricane due ; the voters indicate their prefer- I Friars, who settled in small teach-
to damage this vincity last week, '• ence by numerical sequence. j ing groups throughout Europe, 
'eached Bermuda on Saturday, but , The rest of the Council will con- As far back as ancient Egypt, 
'he destruction was not as great sist of Tommy Johnson, president, there was no separation between 
FIR8IGIIIIPEL IS 
HELD ON SUNDAY 
Religion in College Theme of 
Trowbridge's Address 
Professor A. Buel Trowbridge 
delivered the sermon at the Sun-
day morning services in Know! 
Memorial Chapel. His subject was 
"Religion and the Classroom." 
According to Professor Trow 
bridge, religion is no longer a very 
popular subject with, college 
i dents. In their minds, there : 
; division between regular courses 
• and religion which places the lat-
ter in a position to be picked up 
or dj'opped at will. However, that 
division is false. 
The separation between the col-
lege and the church is recent. Not 
so long ago, all college presidents 
were ministers, all professors were 
theologians. In the Middle Ages, 
all life was dominated by religion. 
Witness the building of the Char-
tres cathedral where workmen, 
high-born women, business men, 
people of all degrees joined in the 
construction, united by the moving 
force of their religion. 
In the Middle Ages all schools 
were consecrated by the church. 
THE VICTORY SMILE!!! COUNCIL FAILS 
TO FUNCTION AT 
CRUCIAL TIME 
Misinterpretation of Constitution 
[Leaves Council Helpless During 
Important Session 
And you'd smile, too, if you'd just won the presidency of the Stu-
dent Body as did Tommy Johnson, above, by an unexpected mAJority 
in the Student Association election last Friday. 
FinST REHEADSALiODDWNANNODNGES 
DF C H O p HELD^APPRDPRimCUT 
Davis Chosen President For; Student Publications Suffer 
as first reports predicted. of the Student Association; John-
R.T.C. ny Cudmore, vice president, and 
• 1 Becky Ann Coleman, secretary and 
Horton, Kan. (UP)—A glass ' treasurer. The new Council held 
canning jar 45 years old still is in | their first meeting today in the 
Use by Mrs. A. Stumpf of this city.! dean's office, at which the admin-
*̂ is a jar still made by a large I istrative plans for the coming year 
glass works. I were discussed. 
art, nd religion, Life 
Our present-day religion is no so 
simple because our world is more 
complicated. But life is still one, 
and religion's task is the interpre-
tation of life. 
(Continued on Page 5) 
Ensuing Year 
The first rehearsal of the Rollins 
Chapel choir was held Tuesday eve-
ning in the Conservatory. 
With an unusually large number 
of freshmen out, the prospects for 
is year look cheerful for the 
oup. In addition to the new 
members there are two girls with 
tstanding musical ability who 
have studied for the past year at 
he Orlando College of Music. With 
these students, Jeanette Houghton 
d Virginia Shrigley, the choir is 
greatly augmented. 
le training of individual mem-
bers is being stressed to a great 
extent. Applicants who are less 
experienced than others are having 
special rehearsals and Professor 
anaas expects to have an unus-
Uy good set of voices soon. He 
ses his expectations upon the 
fact that the voices already tested 
show great aptitude and ability. 
Professor Honaas announces that 
all members of the choir should be-
long to the Glee Club and he wishes 
those in the latter to try out for 
the choir. 
New officers of the choir serve 
also for the Glee Club. The lead-
ers of the club were chosen last 
year at a meeting held shortly be-
fore the close of the term. The 
officers are as follows: President, 
Milford Davis; vice - president, 
Mona Graessle; secretary a n d 
treasurer, Stuart Eaton; librarian, 
Dante Bergonzi. 
The plans for this year's activ-
ities are still undecided but they 
will be announced shortly. 
Kuhns Announces 
Rat Rules Changes 
Chairman Kuhns of the Fresh-
man Committee announces that 
starting with this evening all 
rules for members of the Fresh-
man class wil no longer be in 
effect, with the exception of the 
caps. Freshmen must wear 
their caps at all times except 
to formal parties and on Sun-
days. There will probably not 
be any more Freshman courts 
this year. 
From Drastic Reduction 
Ervin T. Brown, treasurer of the 
college, at a meeting of the Publi-
cations Union last Thursday, an-
nounced a drastic cut in the appro-
priations for the Sandspur and the 
Flamingo, as well as the "R" book. 
These cuts were necessitated by 
the failure of the enrollment of 
the freshman class to meet the 
college budget. Policies and plans 
for enlargement and expansion of 
all publications for this year will 
have to be foregone under this 
ruling. 
According to Treasurer Br 
it will be necessary to make at 
least a twenty per cent cut in 
appropriations for each publ: 
tion, bringing the Sandspur to fif-
teen hundred dollars, the Flamingo 
to a thousand, and the "R" book 
to eighty-three dollars. Due to the 
fact that the Tomokan, in all prob-
ability, will not go to press if these 
reductions go into force, the Pub-
lications Union has granted them 
permission to appeal to the Stu-
dent Council for further aid. 
Final decision on this question 
will probably be rendered at the 
next meeting of the Publications 
Union, that meeting being held to-
Cartwright Conducts 
Tower Experiments 
This week saw an attempt on 
the part of the college to beautify 
our campus still further. An ex-
periment is being conducted by 
George Cartwright, Jr., in illum-
inating the chapel tower. Mr. Cart-
wright is not certain as yet just 
what the administration intends to 
do about the tower and wishes it 
understood that any ideas in that 
direction are purely tentative. So 
far, the only color which has been 
tried has been a deep orange. Un-
doubtedly they will try other col-
ors and meETiods before the final 
decision is made, and there is a 
likelihood that there will, in the 
end, be no illumination of the tow-
er whatsoever. The campus is ask-
ed to co-operate in their criticism 
an'u" To remember that this is pure-
ly experimental and nothing more. 
Violation of Pledging Rules Goes 
Unpunished as interfraternity 
Representatives Battle 
Inter-fraternity relations on the Rollins Campus reached 
the crux of its existence last Thursday night as the dozen-
odd members of the Inter-Fraternity Council battled and 
bickered across the Council table in the Knowles Memorial 
Chapel, where they were attempting to untangle one of the 
most complicated issues which has yet arisen at Rollins. 
- • ; I Target for most of the heated 
debate and argument were the two 
representatives of the Kappa Al-
pha fraternity who were being 
made to answer a charge of viola-
tion of the Inter-Fraternity Coun-
cil Rushing Rules, as embodied in 
that organization's constitution. 
The pledging of two members of 
the student body who were tech-
nically members of the Theta Kap-
pa Nu fraternity by the Kappa Al-
pha order brought about the first 
big break in inter-fraternity rela-
tions this year. Acocrding to a 
written complaint to Dean Enyart, 
the K. A.'s were accused of violat-
ing Article III, section 2 and 3, of 
the Constitution which reads: 
Sec. 2. "Before pledge day no 
invitation to membership, either 
oral or written, may be issued by 
any fraternity or member thereof. 
The penalty for infringement of 
this rule shall be the suspension 
of pledge privileges during the 
next term in which the pledge day 
is included.'' 
Sec. 3. "There shall be no pledg-
ing from the day college closes for 
the summer vacation until the 
pledge day of the following school 
year. In case of infringement of 
this rule the pledge shall be broken 
for the school year." 
Indignation and feeling ran high 
throughout the remaining Greek 
letter organizations on campus at 
Kappa Alpha's unexpected and un-
precedented action in regard to this 
violation, and the representatives 
of that order were called up on the 
carpet by the Council to explain 
the matter. Dean Enyart was act-
WetherellNamedHead 
Of College Commons 
According to an official re-
port from the Administration 
Office, Franklin S. Wetherell 
has been named as new head 
waiter at the Rollins Commons, 
following the resignation of 
Arthur Wellington who has been 
filling that capacity since the 
opening of school. 
It is understood that Welling-
ton's resignation was due to his 
physical incapacity to meet the 
strain which the position of 
head waiter in the Comnibns en-
tails. Wetherell, member of 
Theta Kappa Nu fraternity, as-
sumes this position of respon-
sibility after two years of ac-
tive service and experience in 
the Commons. He waited tables 
during his freshman year, and 
last year worked under Charlie 
Mills as assistant head waiter. 
He had complete charge of the 
kitchen this year until his ap-
pointment Saturday. 
JOHNSON ELECTED 
TO HEAD DF 
Publications Union Fails To 
Name Sandspur Editor 
Thoma sP. John elected I . „ -.rbitrator at the meeting 
chairman of the Publications Union , Thursday night, at the request of 
at their first meeting on Thursday j the Kappa Alpha fraternity. 
afternoon, October 5. I (Continued on Pa?-f ^) 
Mr. Johnson is serving this year | 
in the capacity of business mana-
ger of the Tomokan, and has had 
some experience in Sandspur work. 
At this same meeting a ballot for 
the editorship of the Sandspur was 
taken, but a tie between the two 
candidates, James Gowdy and 
Esther Earle, necessitated the de-
ferring of the final selection of edi-
tor until tomorrow when the names 
of two additional candidates will 
appear on the ballot. The two new 
prospective editor 
Clough, and Milford J. Davis. 
HELD AT CDDRT 
Terry and Lee to Represent 
Freshman Class in Council 
Fresh-
.•eation 
The first meeting of thi 
Reginald man Court was held in Re 
Hall, Tuesday, October 4. Ben 
one of the requirements of a would- i Kuhns, chairman of the Freshman 
editor is the editing of a copy 
of the paper, the Sandspur had as 
its chief this week Milford Davis. 
Reginald Clough had his opportun-
ity as editor last year. A ballot 
was taken three times before it 
was decided to open the office to 
dditional candidates. This move 
was necessary in order to break 
the tie. 
•ppropriations for the vari-
ous publications were also dis-
cussed, and the contracts for the 
Tomokan were decided upon. 
Garden City, Kan. (UP)—The 
rgest mastodon tooth ever to be 
found in this country has been un-
covered by William Smith, near 
here. It weighed 21 pounds and 
was in good condition. 
Committee, officiated ably assisted 
by the other members of the Stu-
dent Committee, 
Songs and cheers headed the bill. 
The cheers were under the direc-
tion of Everitt Roberts, aided by 
David Bothe and Grace Terry, a 
freshman girl, who is full of vim 
and vigor and promises to be an 
excellent leader of cheers. 
The most important event of the 
evening was the electing of a 
freshman boy and girl to repre-
sent the freshman class on the Stu-
dent Committee. There were five 
frosh nominated; Miss Grace Ter-
ry, Miss Cricket Manaring, and 
three boys: Richard Lee, Charles 
Clawson and Chick Trentil. Miss 
Terry was elected to represent the 
(Continued on Page 5) 
TWO T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R 
RoUinsania 
By M. J. DAVIS 
(Editor's Note: Due to the fact 
that the perpetrator of this coL 
umn is this weeli struggling in thi 
throes of editorial output, it has 
been turned over to ProfessO] 
Eeyore, prominent faculty meni' 
ber of Rollins College, who has of-
fered to assume the responsibil-
ity of giving you the low-down in 
administrative circles. It has been 
rumored that Professor Eeyore is 
not a professor at all . . . just an 
old man with a dirty mind whosi 
name happens to be Eeyore, but 
this is not strictly true.) 
Great conductors, says Milford 
J., should be obscene and 
heard of. Not at all difficult for 
a professor. But having just ar-
rived at this strange cam-
pus, I'm still foreign to its ob-
scenities; but I'll learn. For in-
stance, how do I know if it 's ob-
scene for us foreigners to stand up 
in chapel and answer to a series 
of general statements about our 
future conduct without known what 
the authors of them really mean? 
We don't know them well enough. 
Even our resonent voice faltered 
a bit when we swore "to teach 
t ruth" and "to abstain from all 
things that may impair her influ-
ence." Influence with whom ? ? 
We'd like to come up some time!! 
Have you seen the jiew millstone 
in front of Carnegie ? ? We're be-
ginning to wonder if it isn't going 
to be hung around our neck, each 
time a new Freshman springs on 
us and yells, "You're IT; my advis-
or." Euraor has it that E. T. 
Brown intends to drag every 
Freshman through the hole, and 
squeeze the last dime out of him. 
Obviously a ridiculous idea . . . 
How could there be any money left 
with the fraternities on the job ? ? 
I once belonged to one myself; see 
what I've come to. But I wonder 
how Prof. Howard got into this. 
There are no fraternities (to speak 
of) at Harvard. It must be just 
that good old Harvard indifference 
. . . . Good thing we have Richard 
Burton on the faculty. No reasor 
why the students can't play hey-
hey at Daytona without any silly 
interruptions what with Prof. B. 
so experienced with correspondence 
courses . . . and the addition of Dr. 
MacClaren's doo-dad gown ought 
to give us the best-looking proces-
sions in the history of the college 
. . . . If we could get the tap danc-
ing class in its proper form (you 
wouldn't call it dress) and the foot-
ball team add the incense of their 
toggery, we really could on some 
odiferous processions. "A proces-
sion a day keeps the studies away." 
We might even list it as "optional 
sport" under "physical fitness." 
It's wonderful how much* more 
logically and honestly you can vote 
after a parade with placards, brass 
bands, and bulletins . . . at least 
you can see that Jim Somebody-
or-other has the automobile class 
behind him, and that 's some back-
ing in this day and age. By the 
way, who is that girl with 
Elizabeth Arden face who drives 
around like a deposed Crown Prin-
of Bulgravia ? ? ? Pride goes 
before . . . well, more pride, I sup-
pose. 
Carroll Cooney Writes on 
Extensive Tropic Travel 
The Winter Park 
Pharmacy 
Established 20 Years 
S o d a F o u n t a i n S e r v i c e 
L u n c h e o n e t t e 
P r e s c r i p t i o n s a S p e c i a l t y 
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North City Limits of 
Winter Park 
Speaking of home, which we 
weren't doing, have you spotted the 
curtains in Sparrell (well, don't 
dare spot 'em, you barbarian). Both 
Wattles and Sproul are reported 
to be working their classrooms as 
if they were at home. But one 
classroom table •still looks like an 
operating room fixture and the 
other has the horseshoe possibil-
ities of a banquet hall. At any 
rate, the curtain consequences have 
been disastrous. One student felt 
I at home he went right to sleep 
hile another began spitting on 
the wall. Mr. Cartwright is now 
printing signs which read . . . "Be 
but don't commit one." 
hear that SprouTs wounded 
finger has at last been explained 
by the great brain of Dean Ander-
It is reported that the pro-
fesor found himself sitting between 
two windows (we said windows 
and we meant windows, and not 
widows) and he purposely mutilat-
ed his digit in order to escape the 
draft. Sure the jokes old, but now 
that you've read it, what are you 
going to do about i t ? ? ? ? 
Consider this finger business. 
Where I came from a professor is 
approached with respect . . . or at 
least pity . . . What are these friv-
olous and uncouth finger-wag-
glings that greet me each time I 
inadvertently meet some Fresh-
The Witching Hour 
Barbecue Sandwiches 
Cold Drinks 
Candies, Cigars, Cigarettes 
Ice Cream—$.15 pint 
For Delivery Service 
Phone 88 
The editorial staff of the "Sand-
spur" is pleased to announce to its 
Billions of subscribers t f e t it has 
)een most fortunate in securing the 
xclusive publishing rights to the 
series of thrilling travel-tales sent 
each week by that intrepid ex-
plorer of the jungle wilds. Baron 
Von Cooney, who seven years ago 
set out for the wilds of Erehwon. 
The expedition has not been heard 
from since, except for the arr 
of these dispatches each w 
mailed from Wichita, Kansas, and 
. ? ? There are no Freshmen 
here you say ? ? ? Well, they v 
like Freshmen to me . . . and 
I don't like it. They've even got 
me doing it . . . And I'm trying 
so hard to create an impression. 
You can't be too careful, I notice. 
I haven't lost my overcoat once, 
or slammed my wife . . . yet!! But 
you have to watch yourself. 
And you have to watch out for 
Trowbridge, too. It 's too early to 
report on his pulpit tactics yet but 
I've seen enough to know he's dan-
gerous. He can clean up on the 
tennis court in the hottest sun 
without blistering a hair . . . may-
be they're pasted on!! Even his 
three-year-old son, Sandy, so the 
neighbors say, has been seen hang-
ing out the window ordering God 
around. And they also say that 
Mrs. T. knows how to make strong 
men grovel with only two-thirds 
of a smile. Well, we might find 
ourselves going to chapel yet. 
Seriously speaking, however. 
President Holt's talk at the open-
ing Convocatio nwas an example of 
pointed brevity for even himself 
to live up to . . . take Miss Ewing, 
she's always living up to . . . 
!r mind what. She has the up-
piness, and the bouce of a first 
rate Tigger . . . You never saw a 
Tigger??? Well, they ARE shy, 
but when they start bouncing!!! 
Friday and Saturday 
Specials 
Mixed Bouquets $.25 
Short-stemmed 






Is My Best 
Advertisement 
C. L. PRUYN 
Opposite the Depot 
PERRYDELT 
' ^ ' ^ ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
EXTENDS ITS HOSPITALITY 
Banquets—or Tea for Two 
Special Rates on Reservation 
PHONE ORLANDO 5461 
Sleeveless Slipovers 
of light-weight wool 
Our Fall shipment of 
"Thermo" and "McGre-
gor" Knitted Sportswear 
is in. Smart sleeveless 
models in a variety of 
stitches. 
Plain c o l o r s ; black, 
white, henna, green and 
canary. 
New plaid patterns in 
brushed wools. 
$1.95 to $3.45 
R. C. BAKER, Inc. 
"at the corner, downtown" 
repeated appeals for brandy and 
soda to be used for medicinal pur-
poses. 
The following is the first dis-
patch received this month from the 
Baron: 
FOOP—The land of the setting 
Gumbobs or Penetrating Bobelly-
land. 
We have been delayed. Ghup is 
down with a fractured armpit. Poor 
lad, I have practically abandoned 
any hope for his recovery. He al-
ready smells very badly. Also the 
jungle has a beastly quantity of 
lurking THINGS . . . so far they 
only leer . . . But God! and the 
heat. My men are awfully grum-
py. They continually mumble 
something that sounds like "poop 
fup poop fuppo gubble (can you 
hear them?) . "Fuppo" means Pi 
r squared over G. 
Yesterday I stumbled over some-
thing that ought to prove valua-
ble no matter what your attitude 
is. It 's a sort of tree, but with-
out head or tail. On one side we 
discovered some silly Hieroglyphics 
with several glaring mistakes in 
punctuation which Swope and I be-
lieve to be older than the tree it-
self, while directly opposite are 
the names of all the United States 
presidents. The worst of it is that 
it follows us and is not the least 
bit shy. 
The boys just threw Ghup away; 
he was really quite awful. 
Before I even realized it we were 
in BOBELLYLAND (I never will 
realize it. It's just too wonderful). 
Instead of rushing a t us with gro-
tesque faces and silly blow guns, 
the men simply hung head-down 
from huge Fripol leaves and stared 
at us—motionless save for a gentle 
swaying to and fro. God, it was 
uncanny! The women, who are 
hags at birth, are also naked and 
consistently pluck tweedling ditties 
their "G" strings. From their 
looks these people are practically 
extinct. As none spoke better than 
Pig-English it was difficult for me 
to inform them why I was there. 
(It was even more difficult to 
know why, myself.) Then the 
shocking reality of the thing (like 
a fool I forgot to move out from 
under it) came over me. These 
men were not MAMMALS at all. 
I was overpowered immediately and 
tossed from tree to tree to tree 
to tree. I thought of my modest 
home with babies and things . . . 
Swope must have been thinking 
the same thing for as he flew by 
me between two big-bellied palms 
he said, "Oh! . . . ghool ifp foop 
dippon gub" and we both knew we 
had reached the highest spiritual 
plane. The next thing I knew I 
was lying face down in a nest of 
young mongoose. Some lesser ro-
dents scurried hither and yon . . . 
a great Python coiled up and 
sprang apart just for fun. Heat 
. . . stagnant air . . . . 
For ninety days and 3 hours we 
suffered untold hardships. Men 
died right and left—even dark blue. 
Births were just as frequent. We 
who survived were shipped home 
in small paper bags. 
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Organ Vespers Are 
Announced for Fri., 
October Thirteenth 
Herman F. Siewert, Organist 
Friday, October 13, 6:00 P. M. 




3. Canon in B minor—Schu-
4. a. Entre Acte from "Mme. 
Modiste"—Victor Herbert. 
b. Al Fresno (requested)—Vic-
tor Herbert. 
6. Suite for Organ—Js. Rogers. 
a. March; b. Intermezzo; c. Toc-
cata. 
Tuesday, October 17, 6:00 P. M. 
1. Grand Chorus in March Form 
—Guilmont. 
2. Lohengrin — Love Scene — 
Wagner. 
3. Largo, from the New World 
Symphony—Dvorak. 
4. By the Waters of Minneton-
ka. 







WH A T m a k e s a n y t h i n g taste b e t t e r ? I t ' s w h a t is in it 
t h a t m a k e s a t h i n g tas te bet ter . 
CHESTERFIELDS tas te be t t e r be-
cause w e b u y r i p e t obaccos . These 
r i p e t o b a c c o s a re aged t w o and a 
ha l f yea r s—th i r t y m o n t h s . D u r i n g 
th is t i m e t h e t o b a c c o s i m p r o v e — 
just l ike w i n e i m p r o v e s by ageing. 
CHESTERFIELDS tas te be t te r be-
cause they h a v e t h e r i g h t k ind of 
h o m e - g r o w n t o b a c c o s a n d T u r k i s h 
T o b a c c o s " w e l d e d t o g e t h e r . " 
W e h o p e t h i s a n s w e r s y o u r 
q u e s t i o n . 
C_yhesterfielc 
@ 1S33. IIGGBIT & M Y I U TOBACCO Co. 
the cigarette that's MILDER 
the cigarette tha t TASTES BETTER 
SHOWBIZ 
By ANTHONY F. MERRILL 
After a week of silence, during 
which it was decided that our plug 
for the Baby Grand was straight 
advertising and couldn't be run, we 
return. Baby Gee will cease. One 
of the nearby columnists (were his 
standards a little higher we could 
refer to him as a rival, and were 
he not editing this issue we could 
refer to him a little more scath-
ingly) took occasion of this col-
umn's absence to turn a few tables 
on us. We have borne up as well 
as could be expected, and will do so 
in the future, but should the strain 
of criticism prove too great, we 
will, like "Buzzy" Wellington, re-
tire to the Old Ladies' Page of 
fhe Orlando paper, and run a thor-
oughly censored column of matinee 
items. Incidentally, Buzzy's scoop 
on the Sprague-Wellington engage-
ment is about six months too late. 
"RoUinsania" featured that fact 
way last spring, in case you dis-
remember. 
The curtain rises to the begin-
nings of a good season for B'way. 
Sam Harris ' presentation of "As 
Thousands Cheer" features Mari-
lyn Miller, Clifton Webb, Helen 
Broderick, and Ethel Waters. At 
its brilliant opening, a week back, 
Libby Holman came out of her hid-
ing to join the audience in viewing 
what promises to be one of the sea-
son's outstanders. Also there is 
"Hold Your Horses" with Joe Cook. 
This last ought to be running full 
tilt about the time you get home 
on your Christmas holidays. Sev 
eral films made their debut on the 
big street last week, but nothing 
to stand up and cheer about. 
"Show Biz" was so busy with 
the faraway entertainment, that 
it almost passed up the best fun 
we have had here in a long time. 
We mean "rat court." The splen-
did choral work of the newcomers 
is, in itself, a strong plea for big-
ger and better ratting. Showman 
Kuhns ought to contract that ten-
or who, by sliding his rat-cap all 
over his skull, managed to inter-
pret the Rollins Rouser with just 
a few errors and lapses of memory. 
Nevertheless i t was good fun for 
everyone there, and Ben with his 
aides ought to get a big hand for 
the way they ran the thing. 
Who's Where: Paul Tremaine 
opens this coming nineteenth a t 
Delmonico's new Broadway niterie. 
Doc Peyton has opened for anoth-
er season at the New Kenmore in 
Albany. Noble Sissle, the black 
maestro, opens in the Kentucky 
Hotel in Lexington next week. 
Wish you were back home, Embry ? 
Ben Bernie is starting a tour for 
the time being. Will follow Sister 
Aimee's vaude route. Incidentally, 
the theatres are taking it on the 
chin through her. The Capitol, in 
Manhattan, lost $20,000 when they 
guessed on her drawing power. 
Campus Chatter: Teddy Erlich 
is back, full of plans for doing the 
Mikado" sometime this winter. 
Charlie Clawson, that swell pian-
ist, goes on the air very shortly 
over WDBO. Dr. Fleischman is 
withholding publication of his plans 
for the Annie Rusell Theatre, pend-
ing Miss Russell's arrival, some-
time this week. Never turn your 
back on a Public Address System, 
Ben, there may be a K. A. near. 
'Talk of the Town", "Who's 
Afraid of (you know who)", "Don't 
Blame Me", "Bless Your Heart,,. 
That's the order in which they are 
running in popularity and sales. If 
you can do these four on your sax, 
lyou ought to bea big success at the 
Phi Mu house in one easy lesson. 
If you are going to try it on the 
Chi Omegas, try two 
they're musical over there. 
Ask Shrigley about her dress 
made out of the tops of mayon-
naise jars. What has this to do 
with entertainment? Nothing. We 
were just requested by one of her 
bitter enemies to give the fact pub-
licity. They wouldn't take an ad, 
) we put in the column. 
The Baby Grand came in for a 
fairly good blaze in their projec-
tion room on Saturday last. Great-
est damage seems to have been to 
the operator's pants, though the 
machines were a little scorched. 
Enough drivel for this week. 
Through a bit of divine grace, and 
the kindnes sof the editors, we may 
crash the rag again next week. If 
not, there is always the Orlando 
Daily Squeak. Curtain. 
T I I E ^ ^ i a ^ U ^ S SANDSPUR 
STUDENT DANCE 
HELO SUTURDAY 
Frosh Co-eds Victors Over 
Soph Debs In Classic Fray 
Social Season Opened With 
Colorful Function 
Last Saturday marked the first 
formal evening function of the 
Rollins social season. A dance, 
given by the Student Association 
at the Orlando Country Club, set 
a standard for all others which may 
follow during the course of the 
year, by its gaiety, by the smooth-
ness of its music, and by the large 
number of students and faculty 
members who turned out to make 
't a big evening. Miss Becky Cole-
nan, who had charge of the affair, 
managed to secure an excellent or-
chestra, the Florida Kings, from 
Lakeland. 
The dance floor was packed to 
I such capacity that it reminded one 
jof the big Christmas dances when 
the whole town of Orlando turns 
out to have a good time. Those 
who tired of the punch-bowl could 
secure 3.2 in the bar, after passing 
the genial, though watchful, in-
spection of Dean Enyart who spent 
some time standing in the doorway 
of the aforementioned sanctum. 
Gay summery costumes prevailed 
among the girls, many of whom 
would be wearing heavy evening 
gowns had they been back home 
in the North at the time. The 
freshman men and girls were dis-
tinguished by little blue and gold 
ribbons which they had either pin-
ned on, or wore around their wrists. 
With assorted titters and flut-
ters the freshman girls won some 
sort of contest from an only slight-
ly less pulchritudinous galaxy of 
sophomore nifties. A serenely, 
cloudless sky lent a majestic back-
ground against which the graceful 
capers and didos of the local sub-
debs transformed the ordinarily 
imewhat prosaic game of baseball 
into a colorful spectacle. Reports 
the athletic department indi-
cate grept joy in that sector 
the enthusiastic way in which the 
revue was received. It was feared 
that this contest was an attempt 
to reduce athletics to the level of 
student government or sorority 
rushing, but the inspired manner 
in which the girls put over the 
first inning dispelled all such 
qualms. I t was collossal. 
Gowned in dreamy linen shorts 
ith a jacket to match, the lovely 
Miss Connor Immediately won the 
hearts of the audience as she toss-
ed the ball to her catcher. Miss 
Parker. Miss Parker's ducky out-
fit in contrasting colors wowed the 
gallery. Although she was not 
very well versed in the nomencla-
ture of the sport. Miss Lucy Green 
Extra late permission having 
been given in all the women's dor-
mitories, the dance broke up some-
time after twelve, and everyone 
went home sorry only for the fact 
that there could not be two hours 
more of it. 
idone noble for the sophomore fil-
lies. She exhorted her mates at 
intervals to, "get going and stay 
there" which added some little con-
fusion. 
The flushed naivete and dainty 
gestures of the freshman battery 
of Trueblood and Terry were well 
received. Their interpretation was 
charming despite a disappointing 
inclination on the part of Miss 
Terry to invariably assume a sit-
ting position when catching a ball. 
Very fetching in the infield was 
"Rickets" Manwaring although she 
gets her sports a bit juggled about 
and uses the overlapping grip 
when at bat. Well, all in all, it 
was a delightful skit and we hope 
it doesn't occur again too soon. 
The struggle was awarded to the 
freshman by the leading juvenile 
and umpire, R. Edson Stufflebeam, 
who was amazingly attii^d in my 
new flannel trousers at $4.98 the 
pair. Next week. East Lynn. 
Second Convocation 
In College History 
Held Last Thursday 
Leg Broken Taking Step 
Boston (UP)—One of the queer. 
est broken legs ever to come to 
the attention of Boston City Hos-
pital doctors was that of Seth Wil-
1, 56. He fractured his left leg 
merely in stepping from the road 
onto a curbstone—and didn't know 
the leg was broken until his phy-
sician told him about it. 
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For Results 
A convocation of students, ad-
ministration and faculty, of the 
college, was called on Thursday, 
October 5, at 10:15 A. M., in 
Knowles Memorial Chapel to cele-
brate the 49th year of the exist-
ence of Rollins. 
After an academic procession the 
I service opened with a hymn, "When 
Morning Gilds the Swies," followed 
by an address by President Holt. 
The three great problems of 
every individual, he said, are first, 
to get a philosophy; second, to 
make a living; and third, to make 
a home. These, however, are prob-
lems which must be solved by the 
individual alone. The most import-
ant social problems today come un-
der the broad heading. Peace, Eco-
nomics, or more definitely, the dis-
tribution of wealth, and ace. A 
vital social problem of a very few 
years back, that of the equality of 
women, according to Holt, is no 
longer a problem. All of these so-
cial problems are, he said, trace-
able to the all-embracing one of 
justice. 
After the President's address 
the program continued with a vio-
lin solo by Gretchen Cox, a read-
ing of the Rollins Creed by Pro-
fesor Grover, and the installation 
of the new faculty members, then 
of new students, by President 
Holt. 
Mrs. Rose Mills Powers, poetess, 
ad the words of the Rollins Alma 
Mater, of which she is the author-
Alatu^ 
Phi Mu Entertains 
With First Formal 
Rushing Day Party 
Alpha Omega of Phi Mu gave 
the first formal party of the rush-
ing season Monday evening at the 
chapter house on Chase avenue. 
Bertha Jennings Shannon, presi-
dent, and Elsa Hilderbrant receiv-
ed the guests. 
A color scheme of pink and 
white, the sorority colors, was car-
ried out in the floral decorations. 
During the evening, a buffet sup-
per was served. The dining room 
was lighted by rose tapers in sil-
ver candelabras. A lovely bouquet 
of roses arranged in a silver bowl 
centered the dining room table. 
Palmistry reading by Madam 
Nina, bridge and other games were 
enjoyed by the guests. Music of a 
negro stringed trio lent a colorful 
asmosphere to the affair during 
the entire evening. 
The housemother, Mrs. Edith 
Sackett, sponsors and alumnae of 
Phi Mu were present. 
Sheriff Used Airplane 
Rockford, 111 (UP) — Sheriff 
William C. Bell, of Winnebago 
county, is believed to have set a 
precedent in law enforcement ac-
tivity recently when he went by 
airplane to Denver, Col., to return 
a prisoner to Rockford. The trip 
required about three days, while 
a similar trip by automobile or 
train would have taken a week, ac-
cording to Bell. The prisoner was 
returned by plane. 
^ LUCKY SMOKERS 
QUILL DRIVERS 
find ready help in our Stationery 
Store and Printing Plant 
Che Rollins Press 
CATERING 
SERVICE 




Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Hoffman 
Phone OrUndo 8215 
or 6066 
JLlMAXS thejtnest tobaccos 
A L W A Y S thejtnest tcothmanship 
AtWATS Luckies please/ 
It's not by accident that Luckies draw so easily, 
bum so evenly. For each and every Lucky is fully 
packed—filled to the brim vî ith sweet, ripe, mellow 
Turkish and Domestic tobaccos. Round, f i r m -
no loose ends. That's why Luckies are so smooth. 
it's toasted ^ 
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STUDENT ELECTIONS 
The opportunity is not often given to an 
editor of the Sandspur to be able, witHcTut 
any danger of hyprocracy or suspicion of 
partisanship, to congratulate and commend 
the conductence of a Rollins Student As-
sociation election, and therefore, we deem 
it an especial privilege indeed, to have been 
filling this office a t this time. The elec-
tion of last Friday, which saw Thomas 
Johnson gain the presidency of the Student 
Body, was, without a doubt, the cleanest 
and squarest which has been held at Rol- ( 
lins in many years, and let us hope, will 
set a standard for the future. 
It has always been with a great secret 
dread that the College has looked forward 
to a Student Election. And well it might. 
Election week was known, unofficially, as 
back-biting week, and the campaigns were 
conducted along the lines of the propaganda 
used in war times agains the "schrecklich-
keit" of the Huns. The candidates were 
lampooned, blasphemed, and scourged with 
bitter invectives by the opposition; mud-
slinging, back-stabbing, trading, vote-swap-
ping, promises of rewards, office bartering 
were the order of the day; and the shady 
side of campus politics was most flamboy-
antly and unashamedly vaunted in the face 
of the voters. The elections were fostered 
by deej) bitterness, inter-fraternity differ-
ences, and personal propaganda, which us-
ually split the campus into two violently 
bitter camps, making life miserable for 
one another for the entire campaign pe-
riod. 
Let us hope that Friday's election and 
the campaign which preceded it marks a 
new era in Rollins politics. Let us hope 
it has proven that two men can run on the 
merits of their own personal characteris-
tics and achievement alone, without the aid 
of political wire-pulling and inter-fratern-
ity deals. Two prominent campus leaders 
opposed each other Friday; both have a rec-
ord of service and achievement here at Rol-
lins; both were ably qualified to assume 
the responsibility of the highest office 
which the school can offer; both candidates 
based their campaigns on their personal 
merits; and the Student Body made its 
choice. 
I t has been a good start. The time has 
come to clean up College politics and the 
time and place to begin has already been 
found. We can't have any respect or pride 
in our campus leaders if we feel they have 
reached their positions of honor through 
means other than their own merits. LET'S 
KEEP CAMPUS POLITICS CLEAN AND 
ABOVE BOARD SO WE CAN BE PROUD 
OF OUR CAMPUS LEADERS! 
M.J.D. 
college songs coupled with a desire to 
that knowledge. Such a condi-
tion will be novel, but welcome to our pres-
ent day campus. 
RAT COURT 
It was a decided pleasure to be present 
at the so-called "Rat Court" last week, and 
to see that traditional institution run as 
we feel it should be run. The editors of 
the Sandspur are glad to congratulate Dean 
Enyart, Ben Kuhns and, the assisting com-
mittee for their tactful and intelligent han-
dling of the freshman problem. Likewise, 
the freshmen deserve a word of praise for 
the whole-hearted w;̂ y in which they have 
entered into the spirit of the thing and the 
co-operation which they have given to the 
freshman governing body. We feel certain 
that the close of "rat t ing" wil find the 
freshmen imbued with a respect for the 
college, a class spirit, and a knowledge of 
LEISURE HOURS 
How do you pass your leisure hours ? 
This is one of many problems which has 
confronted our administration, and which 
was one reason for the inauguration of the 
new curriculum plan. Have you ever stop-
ped to consider this question seriously, or 
is it your habit to procrastinate and quick-
ly forget it ? Many of us give it too little or 
no thought whatever. 
During our college days we doubtless 
have more spare time than we will ever 
have hereafter. I t seems probable to us 
that here at Rollins we have more leisure 
than the majority of college under-gradu-
ates. It is of great importance that we 
make the most of this time in which we 
are practically at liberty to do as we de-
sire. As it has been so aptly said, "Some 
of us like to sit and think, whereas many 
of us like to just sit." I doubt greatly if 
Rollins students occupy themselves in eith-
er of these ways. From the way many of 
us use our spare time, we would probably 
be much better off if we would just sit. 
However, we are not content to remain 
with folded hands: we have a lot of youth-
ful energy, and we must be stirring and 
engaging ourselves in something. The es-
sential thing is to apply ourselves in the 
fitting fashion. 
Doubtless many of us devote a large por-
tion of our leisure hours to athletics. This 
is a clean way of occupying ourselves. The 
care and development of the body is very 
important, especially in a young man. How-
ever, we must not pursue athletics to the 
extent that we fail to enrich and develop 
our minds. After all, the principal purpose 
of any college is to educate our minds and 
fit us for our later life work. We should 
apply ourselves diligently to our studies. 
We have a valuable store of knowledge and 
research in our library, and we should take 
advantage of this opportunity by spending 
a portion of our spare time there. 
Then we have the social aspect of under-
graduate life. Take time to visit-your pro-
fessors. At Rollins more than anywhere 
else you have an opportunity of making 
social contacts which will be of great value 
to you. Get in with the right crowd of 
students, and enjoy your recreation with 
them. Among them you will form true 
friendships of which you should be j'ustly 
proud. 
Enter these college activities for which 
you are talented, whether it be publications, 
music, debating, or something else. Here 
is an opportunity to exercise your abili-
ties, and to use your leisure time to the 
hest adavntage. By all means make the 
most of it! 
R.T.C. 
MINDING ONE*S BUSINESS 
One distinguishing advantage that city 
life has over life in a small community is 
the privacy it affords individuals. The 
smaller the community, the less privacy 
is granted to each member; this point is 
perfectly obvious. Let us remember that 
here at Rollins we are residing by our-
selves in an extremely small community, 
as a matter of fact only some five hun-
dred persons. Rollins is composed of many 
various types of persons, those from the 
large cities and many others from less 
populated districts. We must not allow 
ourselves to be affected by this common 
characteristic of a small group. 
The reasons for guarding ourselves 
against this are many. In the first place it 
is likely that the person who minds every-
bodies' business never succeeds in attend-
ing to his own; furthermore, he forgets his 
own insignificance in his great plan; he 
loses friends; he very often makes enemies; 
and, that which seems worst and most ap-
parent to us, he quickly cultivates insin-
cerity, and we cannot believe that any of 
us can afford to be lax in this last point. 
In spite of all the leisure time which is 
given us here in college, we still maintain 
that everyone of us has plenty to do to 
make the most of our personal lives. This 
accomplished in efficient manner will be 
reason enough for us to bask in the light 
of pride and content on our death beds. 
Honesty, sincerity, fairness and integrity 
are excelent ideals for this generation, and 
if we intend to possess these, it will doubt-
less usurp all our spare time. Work hard 
on the things of the most import to you 
and then begin your welfare work if it is 
requested. But at present, for the utmost 
furthering of the happiness of all con-
cerned, by all means let us attend to our 
own affairs and not those of our neighbors. 
R.T.C. 
OTHER EDITORIALS 
Now that the first flurry of registration 
and the week of orientation are over and 
clases and regular work have started in 
earnest, it is time for the new students of 
the college to give thought to the various 
organizations on the campus. 
It has often been pointed out that the 
success and prominence of a college man 
not only while on the campus but in after 
life is determined by the quality of the 
work that he produces in the classroom and 
by the part that he plays in college organ-
izations and activities. 
In every field of endeavor at Rollins, 
students have the opportunity to affiliate 
with groups that give vent to creative ex-
pression and genuine thought. 
These organizations necessarily need 
new blood and new men to fill the places 
of those that have gone on and freshmen 
of the campus can ill afford to pass by the 
chance to become active factors in organi-
zations that have contributed much to Rol-
lins' progress. 
Our college offers an unusual number of 
extra-curricular activities, consisting of 
Glee Club, Choir, Positions on all the pub-
lications, the Oratorical Association, Varied 
club activities, and Athletics. Think!— 
both freshmen and old students, of these ad-
vantages! 
COLLEGE LIFE 
The purpose of a college education ,is to 
train one for successful living in all its 
aspects. Many people have the mistaken 
idea that all a student learns in college 
comes from between book covers—unless it 
be bad habits. 
With all the earnestness we can com-
mand, we exhort college students to con-
sider the university a community in which 
they are citizens; that there are duties and 
responsibilities to be considered in college 
just as surely as in post-graduate life. Per-
haps the campus is an artificially created 
ity but nevertheless it provides the 
rhaps even greater opportun-
ities—^for leadership and distinction as any 
cHy. If one will only notice, he can not 
fail to see types of college students re-
flected in every day life. 
In a nutshell, "What you are to be, you 
are now becoming." But don't forget that 
you are now living. 
—The Alabama Crimson and White. 
BOOK REVIEW 
By H. ALLEN SMITH 
United Press Book Editor 
Efforts of a former Florida real estate 
promoter to swing nudism into the National 
Recovery program are related in "Bare Liv-
ing," a novel by Elmer Davis and Guy Holt 
(Bobbs-Merrill). The book is sub-titled: 
"Hidden Adventures of a Fact-Finder in a 
Nudist Colony." 
The story is concerned mainly with one 
Eric Hale, an entomologist, who deserts the 
study of bugs to enter a Wall Street cor-
poration. Eric, a young New Englander 
resembling many other fictional professors 
in his mental fogginess, has no idea he is 
being made a dupe in the Big Business 
enterprise. All he knows is that he is 
getting money enough to make it possible 
for him to marry Ailad, even though he 
heartily detests her cocktail-drinking, nude 
bathing firends. 
Alida goes to Europe for a pre-nuptial 
spree and Eric heads for the Canadian 
woods. He is robbed of his car, clothes and 
cash on the road, and winds up in the nud-
est colony maintained by the former real 
estate man, who applies Babbitry to organ-
ized undressing, declaring that if radio has 
a future, so does nudism. After great ef-
fort and much embarrassment, Eric goes 
starko and enjoys it. And thing's turn out 
neatly in the end, with the aid of naked 
Miss Clover Crosby. 
"Bare Living" will appeal to readers of 
Thorne Smith, and to anyone else who en-
joys laughing. 
Man's frailties have often furnished the 
vehicle for an author in search of a plot. 
Manuel Komroff, turning his talent away 
from historical narrative, has accomplished 
this literary feat in an unusual way by pre-
senting an ironic picture of man as seen 
through the eyes of a jungle beast. His 
new book is "I, the Tiger" (Coward-Mc-
Cann). 
Ninebhanch, Komroff's e ru^ te and phi-
losophical tiger, whose life is a kaleido-
scopic of jungle ramblings, circuses, zoos 
and finally, motion pictures, draws the neat 
comparisons. Sometimes they are humor-
ous but more often they hurt. 
"The human race is capable of much de-
cency," Ninebranch muses as he paces in 
his cage, "but why the devil they hide it 
for such long periods is a great mystery." 
The book takes the reader through Nine-
branch's early jungle days, his capture and 
eventual return to his native habitat for a 
motion picture. And there's a tiger love 
affair wrapped up in the general plot. You 
should enjoy the book. 
f'ollowers of Rockwell Kent will welcome 
"Rockwellkentiana: Few Words and Many 
Pictures," by the noted modern author-
writer (Harcourt-Brace). The book con-
tains superb examples of Kent's work, in-
cluding drawings, wood-cuts, lithographs 
and paintings. There are 130 reproduc-
tions and many of them are among the ar-
tist's most striking performances. In ad-
dition, Kent permits himself to use his pen 
a bit in prose composition. The effort does 
not detract from the general worth of his 
book. 
The Rockwell Kent book is our second se-
lection for gift books of the winter. The 
first was the memorial edition of "The For-
syte Saga." And the third is the new edi-
tion of "The Stream of History," by Goef-
frey Parsons (Scribners). This book, a 
beairtifuUy-written outline of history, was 
published originally several years ago. 
Now it is brought out with revisions, based 
on new discoveries of the last few years, 
and at considerably less cost to the buyer. 
JUST HUMANS 





To open Vol. 2, No. 2, there ap-
pears a quotation from an adver-
tising card of a small grill room 
in downtown Baltimore, which, 
whether efficacious in producing 
the desired results or not, at least 
provokes admiration for the brain 
that conceived its message. 
On little yellow slips beside the 
cashier's desk, mimeogfaphed but 
nicely arranged to catch the eye, 
is this poignant bit of logic and 
reasoning: 
SPECIAL 
LEFT HAM SANDWICHES 
Are Better BECAUSE . . . . 
When a hog scratches his 
starboard, or right side, he 
does a Charleston with his 
right foot. That develops 
muscles. When he scratches 
his left flank he does a gentle 
shimmy against a tree or post. 
Therefore, right hams are far 
more muscular and less tender 
than those from the left side 
of the same hog. 
There are two ways to prove 
this: one is to watch hogs on 
the hoof, and the other is to 
test the tender, flavory left 
ham sandwiches served here. 
Try our Baked Ham sand-
wiches. We use only the LEFT 
HAM for these sandwiches. 
Generous portions. 
And there followed the name of 
a grill on West Baltimore street. 
It would be interesting to know 
just how many of our noble crowd 
attended the World's Fa—pardon 
me, Chicago, I mean A Century 
of Progress—this summer. It's my 
guess that the majority of us got 
there at some time or another be-
tween June and these here now dog 
days, and that the others tried 
mighty hard, anyway. 
Whether you were there or not 
you're good and fed up on the "Did 
you see's" and "Did you like's" 
that we visitors have foisted upon 
you, so you will be spared further 
queries right now. But if you will 
let me beg the point a bit and take 
a quick run over the Fair grounds 
to see what we both recall of our 
ploddings therein, I'll promise not 
to ask "Don't you think s o ? " 
Just so there will be some sem-
blance of organization to this 
jaunt, let's start together at the 
main north entrance and make our 
way down the line; to keep 
things even we'll only mention 
what we remember without notes, 
pictures, or mechanical contriv-
ances to aid us, including, as our 
foolish columnist - contemporary 
would chortle, mirrors. 
Well, here we go. 
Wonder why there's no tax on 
admission. This fifty-cent drag 
will pall after a few visits, tax or 
no tax. Some turnstiles—some-
how you're never certain you're 
going to get through. So this is A 
Century of Progress? Looks like 
field day at a county fair right 
here—but there are some preten-
tious edifices over yonder. Lead 
on! 
Whooie, what colors! Thought 
the flags would all be different on 
the big Avenue. Is that a cater-
pillar on wheels, or just the Grey-
hound bus ? Golly, how that thing 
can turn! And there are a hun-
dred of them, eh? Let's hop on 
this one and see where we go. 
Across the bridge, and there'i 
the Planetarium. Shucks, let's gei 
off and go in! . . . . 
And so the day goes from thence 
forward, dependent on the shoe 
maker's art—you can't ride a bu; 
and be happy for long. As sooi 
as you pass something you haven't 
seen curiosity consumes another 
dime and off you trot to investi-
gate. 
Let's get going—forget shoes 
and busses—this column can't go 
on forever. Pretty colors there 
the Planetarium building—simply 
because they are calm and peace-
ful instead of garish. And the cool 
within—altogether too welcome on 
1 hot day. AND, the performance 
tself is nothing short of inspiring. 
Best thing in the Fair, inclusive of 
fan dancers. 
Jantzen Beach, a testimonial for 
the aptitude with which each pro-
duct has found its own element. 
le soft colors of the Foods Build-
? are worth looking at, too. And 
th care and judgment, not to 
mention infinite patience and stick-
tuitiveness, you can wheedle a free 
meal out of the displays inside. 
Those Aunt Jemima pancakes at 
a stack are the best edible ar-
s to be found in the grounds, 
come one, come all. 
Florida has all but outdone her-
elf with four attractions, all quite 
worthwhile. The outdoor grove 
looks sickly, but them is real or-
ange trees, Hiram! Sponge div-
ers boost Tarpon Springs, and all 
(Continued on Page 5) 
STUDENT OPINION 
Mr. Milford J. Davis, 
Editor, Sandspur, 
Winter Park, Fla. 
Dear Editor: 
For my own personal amusement 
and also because I feel that there 
might possibly be one or two peo-
ple on the campus who will be in-
terested, I shall try to set before 
you the facts concerning the past 
two meetings of the inter-fratern-
ity council. 
We have an organization on the 
Rollins campus which is made up 
of two representatives from each 
fraternity which is supposed to 
"govern all inter-fraternity rela-
tions." This group of austere and 
sincere young men call themselves 
the Inter-Fraternity Council. They 
operate under a so-called Consti-
tution and gather at appointed 
places and times to have grand 
"bull-sessions" and attempt to in-
terpret their constitution. They 
are, or I should say, were, presid-
ed over by a man they call their 
"arbitrator" whose duty it was to 
decide who was wrong when the 
boys disagreed. Right now they 
haven't got one because he quit. 
My fraternity does not think 
enough of my persuasive powers to 
let me represent them at these lit-
tle gatherings but I did sneak in 
;it a couple of the meetings and sat 
as a spectator while the boys went 
about their business of mud-sling-
ing. I wanted to jump up a lot 
of times and tell them what I 
thought about the goings-on but 
as that would have been a very, 
very unfair advantage for all the 
other members present, I refrained 
from doing so. 
The first meeting at which I was 
an on-looker the boys had a bone 
to pick with each other and it 
seems as though all the fraterni-
ties! except one had ganged up to 
put the lone member on the spot 
from some infraction of their sa-
cred constitution. Well, it seems 
as though the defended had wisely 
consulted the Grand Aribtrator be-
foie their action ( a move which, 
according to the statutes, was 
neither legal nor wise) and enter-
ed the plea that the group of pro-
secutors must file a complaint with 
"His Nibs." Well, that 's about all 
they did. The meeting broke up 
with a rather drawn and tense at-
mosphere prevailing and the boys 
sciibbled off their formal complaint 
to the Arbitrator, listing about five 
infractions which they wanted 
dealth with. 
With a self-admitted glance and 
judgment which probably consumed 
all of thirty seconds the "Worthy 
Arbitrator" signed his name to a 
"Not Guilty" decision. And then 
did the boys get mad! The presid-
ing officer of the Council called a 
meeting and once again I sneaked 
in and meekly occupied a chair to 
hear the fun. The Grand Judge 
was there in an attractive smoking 
jacket and with a stern and con-
cerned look on his face. He open-
ed up the bombardments with a 
very formal address as to tradi-
tion, history and background and 
then finally wound up (I was in the 
middle of my third cigarette by 
then) by admitting that all the 
blame was on him and none at all 
on the poor and innocent defend-
'I am the one who should 
take all the blame for this action," 
he said, "and not the fraternity. 
They did what I told them to and 
all right." As far as I could 
that was fine except that ac-
cording to the Statutes and By-
he didn't have any right to 
render official judgments before 
accused violations and even if he 
guilty the Constitution didn't 
make any allowances for his pun-
hment. It was the feeling of the 
majority of the council that some 
had been badly violated and 
they couldn't find anyone to hang 
the blame onto. They couldn't do 
anything to the man who wanted 
to take the blame because they 
didn't have any rules covering his 
istakes and they didn't know how 
they could sentence the poor little 
innocent and unprotected fratern-
ty who was fighting for its very 
life. 
Well, things went along as things 
do somehow and for about two 
hours the air was blue with smoke 
and blank with any constructive 
ideas as to how to settle the ques-
tion. It was obvious that the con-
stitution was so full of loop-holes 
that it looked more like a slab of 
Swiss cheese than a set of rules 
and so they decided to make a new 
one. (They did the same thing 
last June when the other one wore 
out. This one they have now only 
ran two weeks and then broke 
down. They better change to 
Shell.) Well, they decided to com-
promise and they meter out a tem-
porary punishment to the fratern-
ity in question pending the adop-
tion of the NEW AND BETTER 
CONSTITUTION. Then somebody 
way off in the corner made a mo-
tion to forbid any fraternity from 
doing so and so until sometime 
soon. All very clear and definite, 
you see. (The clouds are gather-
ing.) The representative from an-
other frat said, "Fine, that's a 
grand idea. We'll get some more 
rules so that we can break them. 
It 's just lots of fun, making all 
these nice little rules which don't 
amount to a hill of beans and then 
throwing them all away and mak-
ing some more. It gives the boys 
something to do with their idle 
moments." He raved on for some-
time along the same idea with Ye 
Grand Arbitrator looking at him. 
Finally His Nibs jumped to his 
feet, white with anger and seem-
gly very disturbed and shouted, 
fou are a most insulting fellow! 
Every word that you say is insult-
I'll have nothing to do with 
this mess. I'm through!" 
And out he went with one cour-
teous Good-night from the little 
ice over in the corner. 
Well, that was that and then the 
boys settled down to get something 
done. They're going to have some 
new rules next week and a lot of 
other fixin's and if I can I think 
I'll ease into another of those swell 
easy chairs Mrs. Warren gave the 
Chapel and listen to the boys go 
at it again. It 's a swell way to 
kill an evening if you don't have 
the price of a show. 
Court Tries Out Game 
Lawrence, Mass. (UP)—A reg-
ular game of "Beano," including 
the ballyhoo, was played in Su-
perior Court here recently at a trial 
to determine whether it was a 
game of skill or chance. 
T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R 
Previews 
Postviews 
plainviews 1 r^M 
GORDON 
J O N & S 
(Continued from Page 4) 
ii all the place is a bright spot. 
This Court of States is a great 
place, but after seeing your home 
stall and another one or two, they 
pall, they do, these oversized 
booths. California takes away the 
honors, but Florida doesn't lag far 
behind, and the little garden in the 
back yard is really typical and un-
exaggerated in beauty—a consum-
mation devoutly to be wished in 
any old exhibit. 
That Skyride isn't so hot, so 
high, or so linspirational. The 
towers are both worth an ascent 
night and day, howsomever, and 
boast the smoothest elevators in 
the world—easily believed as such. 
I'd like to know what those four 
green' towers in the radio building 
represent and why. The dial tele-
phone medhanism is fascinating, 
and those Acoustical Illusions, too. 
There goes a long distance^ call to 
Los Angeles, free gratis in ex-
change for a four-hour wait and 
entertainment for the listeners-in. 
The Electrical Building is worth 
a week if you can spare it. Buddy, 
can you spare the time ? The cute 
tricks of science in the G. E. House 
of Magic make you think, all right. 
How neon lights are born in one 
easy lesson, across the aisle. Looks 
like Westinghouse and General 
Electric tried to outdo each other 
sure enough; kind of squeezed out 
the little fellers, they did. 
Across the Science Bridge to the 
Hall of Science, which is worth 
two months at least. It's the su-
p r e m e attraction, if anything 
stands above the others. Every-
thing you've wondered about, from 
how an egg gets to be a chicken 
to how light makes noise and vice 
versa, and Paradise for the chap 
who is faced with a chemistry or 
physics exam. The world of sci-
ence in a nutshell—growing twigs 
turn a year while you watch, gases 
turn to liquids and then to solids 
so easily that you blush to think 
how you stumbled over the freez-
ing point of everything but water 
in your last chem. class. 
Most of these lights and shadows 
and flashes don't mean much un-
less you take time to read the 
Don't study too hard. Rent oi 
of our fine jig saw puzzles. 
The Page Photo 
Studio 
Winter Park 
signs, but there's an education in 
them thar hills if you can take it, 
and everybody is here, young, old, 
and indifferent, trying to swallow 
it all. The transparent man makes 
people think, and a few of those 
medical displays will convince the 
hardest critter that he has at least 
a little trouble with at least his 
adenoids, at least! 
The lagoons are pretty from the 
balcony, and the flags are down-
right impressive when the breeze 
is blowing. Trouble is, if the 
breeze turns into a mild wind they 
have to be taken down. These in-
ternational displays are what most 
visitors expected to see every-
where, but no one objects when he 
discovers ltha]6 the "world" part 
has been subjugated to the idea of 
progress, an'd a few minutes in 
Czeclioslovakia and Japan and 
Italy or others of his choice suf-
fice to cool his inquisitiveness. He 
passes willingly on to the indus-
trial exhibits. 
T i m e and Fortune building 
where, as someone remarked, you 
wait for any man as the guest 
of time, if not tide. Nice lounge 
reading room, with fifteen 
hundred magazines to choose from 
good many languages, but the 
chairs aren't so comfortable as one 
might wish. Probably intended 
that way so you won't spend the 
day and drive away other prospec-
tive subscribers. 
General Exhibits—one of the few 
buildings that almost make you 
dislike the now famous and often 
notorious architectural scheme. 
Everything imaginable in a com-
mercial way is represented inside, 
and everything imaginable in all 
other ways is represented in the 
exterior. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Only the op-
portune appearance of an anes-
thetic exhibit, which our column-
ist., insisted- upon., investigating 
thoroughly, has saved this issue 
of the paper from complete ruin. 
We pledge our co-operation in en-
deavoring to keep him in that ex-
hibit indefinitely. 
Council Constitution 
To be Amended After 
Fiery Controversy 
(Continued from page 1) 
Little or nothing was accom-
plished, however, as logic and rea-
son gave way to temper and harsh 
words, and the meeting reached a 
dramatic crisis when Arbitrator 
Enyart rose from his chair and de-
clared his resignation as ex-officio 
member of the Council. Basing 
their argument on the fact that 
the terms of the constitution were 
ambiguous, and therefore misinter-
preted, that the spirit of the rules 
had not been broken, and that some 
sort of gentleman's agreement was 
in existence which condoned such 
an action, the Kappa Alpha repre-
sentatives attempted to explain the 
situation. The meeting, however, 
had by this time reached a chao-
tic state and no legal headway 
could be made, the meeting final-
ly breaking up after a special com-
mittee had been appointed to fur-
ther investigate the matter. 
This committee, composed of 
Dean Anderson, Dean Enyart, 
Stuart Eaton, Duke Wellington and 
Bernie Bralove, will meet as soon 
as possible to decide what punish-
ment, if any, wil be meted out to 
the violators, and to draw up a 
new, hide-bound constitution which 
will adequately cover all fratern-
ity rushing. Kappa Alpha, mean-
while, has broken the pledges of 
the rushees and have agreed to 
await the decision of the Council, 
which has invited Dean Enyart to 
resume his position as arbitrator 
for the organization. 
Next in importance was the pass-
ing in review of each freshman be-
fore the upper classes. As their 
names were called, they walked to 
the front and awaited their fate, 
which lay in the cruel hands of 
Chairman Kuhns and the upper-
classmen. Most of the law break-
ers, who had actually committed 
crimes, plead guilty right then and 
there, and the penalties were ad-
ministered by the committee and 
pronounced by the leader, Ben-
jamin J. Kuhns. Out of the en-
tire class of one hundred, two boys 
and three girls were found guilty 
and their sentences ranged from 
wearing their clothes backward to 
picking enormous bagfulls of sharp, 
pointed sandspurs. 
After 1932 Chairman Maurice C. 
Dreicer had delivered an inspiring 
oration on "The Real Results Re-
ceived from Entering Extra-curric-
ular Activities," Chairman Kuhns 
asked the freshmen to always car-
ry matches. 
This concluded the highlights of 
the first meeting of the Freshman 
Court; the second meeting, entirely 
on the same order, took place last 
evening with Ben Kuhns and his 
twelve cohorts holding forth in 
their usual fiery fashion. 
tory, "Do you see the colorful dra-
ma of life? Can you understand 
your place in life? For if you do, 
you are at the heart of religion." 
It asks the student of sociology, 
"Do you actually care for your fel-
low-people ? For if so, you are 
building the kingdom of God." It 
asks the students of art and mu-
sic, "Do you sense the glory of 
life in what you are studying? For 
then you are close to Godliness." 
All pursuit of truth is sacred, 
and education should be consecrat-
ed to an uplifting of thought, to 
love, though it can be given to hate 
and destruction. Education may 
direct us into the worst ssystem of 
social justice. But religion is the 
guiding hand that controls educa-
tion. 
We have the right to think, to 
bring religion again into the heart 
of life, with God, not self, in the 
center of the universe. 
The religion of the inquiring 
mind will welcome all knowledge. 
There wil be moments of great 
awe—moments of deep humility— 
but for the self-satisfied, shallow, 
blind student—nothing. 
Thomas Johnson, Betty Childs 
Bernard Bralove, and Betty Tre-
ssisted in the service and the 
choir rendered a fine anthem un 
Trowbridge Speaker 
In Knowles Chapel 
Sunday, October 8 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Frosh Election 
Held at Court 





Tennis - Dancing 
College Parties 
For Reservations 
Draper Bartlett, Orlando 8631 
NEW FALL HATS 
Just the thing for everyday c 
"dress up" 
$1.00 to $2.95 




We're Open Till 
Midnight or Later 
Come in for that late-evening 
snack 







and Private Parties 
Orange Court Hotel 
North Orange Avenue 
Precise 
Workmanship 
Accuracy is the prime fac-
tor in watch repairing— 
call on us for expert service 
Cleaning, repairing 
and replacing on all 
makes of watches. 
Grover Morgan 
242 PARK AVE. 
In Bennett Electric Shop 
Radios and Lamps 
BENNETT 
ELECTRIC SHOP 
242 Park Avenue 
DAVIS OFFICE 
SUPPLY CO. 
New and Used Portables 
Service on All Typewriters 
Phone 4822, 29 E. Pine, Orlando 
s in the freshman class, while 
Richard Lee was chosen as the boy 
ipresentative. 
Education does not merely con-
sist of finding out things. The 
true student wil find that religion 
haunts him and says: "What are 
you finding out? What have you 
learned?" 
Religion questions the astrono-
mer, "What can you learn of 
God?" the botanist, "What can you 
learn of man and of animals?" the 
physicist, "What have you found 
concerning a mind in the 
verse?" Religion asks the medical 
students, "What do you learn from 
your knowledge of the human 
body?" it asks the student of his-
Dr, Fleischman Discusses 
Plans For College Plays 
Dr. Fleischman, in an interview 
for the Sandspur this week, made 
known his plans for the Laboratory 
Theatre, the new experiment in 
dramatics that is being conducted 
by the college this year. 
Dr. Fleischman's first statement 
regarding the theatre was to the 
effect that those plays to be pro-
duced in Recreation Hall will be 
done primarily with the interests 
of the students who are taking the 
dramatics courses in mind. Every 
student in these courses will get a 
chance to participate, regardless of 
his ability. Four full length plays 
will be given during this first 
term. The first two, "The Silver 
Cord" by Sidney Howard, and 
"Hedda Gabbler" by Ibsen, will be 
produced in the Laboratory Thea-
tre about the middle of the term. 
Participation in the productions is 
restricted to students taking a 
course in the dramatics depart-
The second major activity con-
cerns the public productions to be 
work to drop in at anytii 
der the capable direction of Chris- given J n the Annie Russell Thea-
toph( Honaas. These plays are planned with 
primary emphasis upon the college 
audience, and will be presented 
as finished a style as possible. : 
Fleischman will welcome for try-
out any student on the campus who 
The Pi Beta Phi fraternity gave has had some training in dramatic 
unique entertainment yesterday | art, and who has some real inter-
Fashion Show Held 
evening in the form of a fashion 
show in which members of the 
group took part as models. With 
Miss Virginia Jaeckel announcing, 
Elinor Estes, Gwen Bartholomew, 
Nancy MoNair, Phyllys Jones, Ka-
trina Knolton and Virginia Lee 
Gettys served as the models. For 
additional entertainment, Walter 
Kimball played at the piano, and 
two darkies demonstrated their 
soft-shoe abilities. Later in the 
evening, refreshments were served 
in the form of open-faced sand-
wiches and coffee. 
est in taking part in the plays. The 
only requirement he makes is that 
they prove their abilities, and show 
an interest in the Laboratory The-
atre activities. Said Dr. Fleiscb 
man, "We hope to establish an in 
formal atmosphere in the Labora-
tory Theatre, and invite all stu 
dents who are interested in ou: 
and 
Recognizing the fact that there 
e a number of students on the 
campus who are not able to take 
courses in dramatic art, but are 
eager to participate in dramatics 
n extra-ciirricular activity. Dr. 
Fleischman plans to organize small 
groups of these to give them the 
opportunity to produce plays in 
connection with the Laboratory 
Theatre. All those interested are 
ked to confer with Dr. Fleisch-
man, who will be found in hia of-
fice daily, from four to six, in the 
afternoon. Students who are in-
terested in qualifying for the first 
public production, to be given late 
this term, should see Dr. Fleisch-
man and arrange for a preliminary 
tryout. Announcements will be 
made later concerning the play to 
produced, and the particular 
tryouts, with reference to the play. 
Faculty Is Honored 
At Phi Mu Reception 
The Alpha Omega Chapter of 
Phi Mu Fraternity gave a delight-
ful reception in honor of the new 
faculty on Wednesday afternoon, 
October the fourth, from four to 
six o'clock, at the chapter house. 
The faculty and student body were 
the invited guests of the fratern-
ity. 
Dr. Hamilton Holt, Dean and 
Mrs. Winslow ?. Anderson, Mrs. 
Edna Giles Fuller assisted Mrs. 
Bertha Jennings Shannon, the 
chapter president, in receiving the 
many guests. 
Classic Sports Dress 
by American Golfer 
Of fine Zephyr knit, it's essen-
tially for active sports, but so 
well tailored and so good look-
ing you'll wear it for classroom 
and campus as well. In Hunter 
Green, Friar Brown and Bright 
Navy. 
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BEACHAM 
Thursday and Friday 
"THREE CORNERED MOON" 
with 
Claudette Colbert 
Richard Arlen and Mary Boland 
Starting Saturday 
Will Rogers in "Dr. Bull" 
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There's no question about it . . . brims are back! The 
Monsieur le Cure type—the sailor type—the swagger 
type, and we're prepared to pack your new ensemble 
"brim-full" of fall smartness. We've smaller hats, too 
. . . pointed turbans in felts and fabrics. 
And just in case you didn't know—Sears can 
outfit you from top to toe in fall smartness. 
Come up sometime—anytime! 





9 AM to 5 PM 
Sat. 'till 9 PM 
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You'll enjoy life more if you 
look your best. 
346 E. Park Ave. Phone 113 
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9 Washington St. Arcade 
ORLANDO 
All Methods of Permanent Waving 
SIX T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R 
ALL STUDENTS TO PLAY FREE GOLF AT TWO CLUBS 
TARS OPEN SEASON 
WITH SO, GEORGIA 
TILT ON TUESDAY 
Swimming Prospects 
For Coming Season 
Are Unusually Bright 
Tar veterans on squad make prospects for first game 
promising; opponent's lineup is 
strong 
Coach McDowall's fighting Tars will have their first 
game of the year with South Georgia State, Tuesday, Octo-
ber 17, at 8:00 P. M., on Tinker Field, Orlando. 
With ten veterans of last year's 
squad returning to the field, the 
prospects for this season are the 
best ever. In addition to the men 
of last year's outfit the team is 
further strengthened by seven men 
who have played freshman ball at 
Rollins. 
Little information has been re-
leased from the camp of the oppo-
sition, but it is rumored that they 
have a tough aggregation. 
McDowall's line-up wiTl not be 
known until the night of the game 
but we give you here a list of the 
Tars and their respective positions; 
Backfield: R. Miller, S. Chaka-
les, J. Doyle, B. Elliot, D. Schrage, 
R, Washington. 
L. E.: R. Tourtellote, G. Rogers. 
L. T.: B. Moon, W. Carmody. 
L. G.: L. Malone, S. Morse. 
C : D. Winant, J. Jardine. 
R. G.: C. Sealover, J. Baker. 
R. T.: G. Hines, H. Thompson, 
W. Whalen. 
R. E.: T, Powell, J. Jardine. 
Officials for the game will be; 
L. L. McMasters, Referee. 
R. C. Davis, of Orlando, Umpire. 
Capt. Merlin Mitchell, Head 
linesman. 









Fairbanks Ave. - Phone 413 
Six Point Service 
Station 
Fill Your Tank Here W i t h 
P A N - A M G A S 
On the way to Orlando 
Dougherty and Sova 
Do You Need a Car? 
&9d\\^ 9ABq 9 j ^ 
'31 Chevrolet Sport 
Roadster ..-$295 
'30 Ford Sport Roadster ..-S165 
'31 Chevrolet Sport Coupe-J345 
'33 Austin - - - - -$300 
Harley-Davidson 
Motorcycle S140 
'30 Ford Sport Coupe $225 
'29 Ford Standard Coupe _.-S165 
'29 Ford Sport Coupe S145 
And Many Other Good Buys 
To Pick From 
Costley Motor Co. 
USED CAR LOT 
Comer Orange and Amelia 
Phone Orlando 5290 
The Rollins 1934 swimming team 
had its first practice Tuesday af-
ternoon at 4:30, at which time all 
candidates were present for try. 
outs for the various positions on 
the team. Rollins is greatly 
need of free style swimmers to 
fill vacancies in the 220 and 440 
yard swims. 
Carl Goeiler needs some compe-
tition in the back stroke, and Bob 
Enck, who was injured sometime 
during the summer, and who will 
be unable to enter competion for 
another month, will need someone 
with him in the breast stroke posi-
tion. 
John Nichols, a new man from 
Asheville, is showing up well in the 
diving, but needs "brushing up" 
on the half and full gainers. He 
also looks good in the dashes, but 
will need to cut his time down a 
few more seconds if he expects to 
come out ahead of his opponents 
and be the first to swim under the 
finish line. 
Florida has a strong team. With 
Kid Saltsman swimming in the 
washes for Florida, Capt. Coleman 
of Rollins, who, last year won ev-
ery race that he entered, will have 
to show some real speed in order 
to take the lead and hold it from 
Saltsman. He did not swim for 
Florida last year, but won many of 
the dashes from Rollins while he 
was swimming for St. Pete. Jr . 
College three years past. 
Rollins is badly in need of back, 
breast and free style swimmers, 
and we hope that many men, even 
though they feel at the present 
time that they are not material 
for the swiming team, will come 
out and give it a try. Competi 
tive swimming practices is what 
builds up a swimming team. 
The tentative line-up is as foi 
Capt. Coleman, John Nichols and 
Dick Lee—Dashes and Relay. 
John Nichols, Linton Malone and 
Soc. Chakales—Diving. 
Bob Enck and Stewart Eaton— 
Breast Stroke. 
Carl Goeiler—Back Stroke. 
George Edwards—220 Yard Free 
Style. 
FIRST VIEW OF NIGHT FOOTBALL 
Backfield: Schrage, Miller, Doyle, Washington. R. E., Brown; R. T., Carmody; R. G., Eaton; C, 






is dangerous unless prop-
erly installed. Our prices 




Plumbing, Heating and Gas 
Appliances 
KEYSTONE AUTO PARTS CO. 
USED CARS AND PARTS 
24-Hour Repair and Storage 
Service 
We Call For and Deliver Your Car 
Phone 303 
Orange, Minesota and Maitland Avenues 
Winter Park, Florida 
By LEONARD ROTH 
Many new faces are in evidence 
the gallery of football hopefuls 
the 1933 edition of the Rollins 
Tars prance through their paces at 
Harper-Shepherd Field these swel-
tering afternoons. These are the 
men upon whom Coaches Jack Mc-
Dowall and Bob Evans are depend-
to replace, emulate, or even 
eclipse the dear departed galaxy 
E gridiron greats of last year's 
:intilating eleven; the memory of 
hose pigskin prowess and exploits 
the Tar supporters so fondly cher-
sh. 
I t is the function and office of 
this column to sketch briefly the 
football background of these rein-
forcements and to formally intro-
duce the recent Tar additions to 
the student body at large. 
Joe Jardine, rangy arrival from 
So. Georgia Junior College at 
Douglas, Georgia, is making a 
strong bid for one of the eleven 
coveted berths on the starting line-
up. Just what position Jardine 
will ultimately fill has not yet 
been definitely determined, but 
Mentor McDowall, in his omni-
crent discretion, has shifted him 
frequently from end to center, in 
an effort to find the strongest pos-
sible combination. 
The attenuated rmpor-tation from 
Georgia played a flank position 
a t South Georgia State, and did 
so vei-y capably, as many Rollins 
rooters will recall. For in last 
year's fracas between the two 
chools, the Georgians threw a 
care into the locals by battling • 
them on even terms for three quar-
ters before finally sucumbing to 
the strategem, steady pounding, 
and flying feet of Will Rogers, 20-
13. 
Tom Powell, another elongated 
freshman, hails from Asheville, 
North Carolina, where he starred 
for his Junior College for two sea-
sons. Tom is consistently getting 
the call for end on one of the 
teams that may be seen charging 
up and down the practice field each 
afternoon, and he promises to de-
velop into a regular. He has dis-
played power on defense in several 
of the informal practice skirmishes. 
(Continued Next Week) 
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For Results 
ALL STUDENTS GIVEN 
FREE PRIVILEGES TO 
ALOMA ANDORLANDO 
Unit cost plan eliminates all athletic fees; Students 
urged to take advantage of 
opportunity 
Free golf membership in botli the Orlando Country Club 
and the Aloma Country Club of Winter Park will be' given 
to each student at Rollins for the first time this year, Presi-
dent Holt has announced. 
— — ^ — -——-—^=^^ Many colleges throughout the 
United States have their own 
courses in connection with their 
campus, but this is the first time 
that a college has ever given the 
entire student body the chance to 
play art two fine and sporty cours-
es, both conveniently situated near 
the college. 
Offering of free privileges at 
these clubs, President Holt said, is 
one of the new features of the 
Unit-Cost Plan which went into ef-
fect at Rollins this year, and which 
establishes a general fee designed 
to cover the full cost of tuition, 
room, board, and certain fees for 
athletic facilities, including canoe-
ing. 
Financial arrangements h a v e 
been effected between the College 
and both golf clubs under which 
"cover-all" fees have been paid by 
the College. 
This latest step to make it possi-
ble for all students to play golf 
without additional cost of special 
fees is announced as a development 
of an athletic program designed to 
encourage students to participate 
actively in sports which will be of I* 
benefit to them in after college 
days. Plans are under way to in-
crease tennis and boating facilities 
on the campus in line with the ath-
letic program. 
Last year among the students 
there were approximately only six-
ty golfers, and it is hoped that be-
cause of the new arrangements 
this number will be increased to 
one hundred or more pill-smackers. 
Because golf is not strictly a "fair 
weather sport" and because Florida 
climate makes it possible for peo-
ple to enjoy golf the year around, 
"R" Club Meets to 
Arrange Activities 
For Coming Year 
Holding its first meeting of the 
coming year, the *'R" Club, govern-
ing board Women's Athletic Asso-
ciation of Rollins College, got away 
I fast s tart last Thursday af-
ternoon in the Physical Education 
office where they met to make ar-
angements for the coming year. 
The association is composed of 
those girls who have played on 
three finally-chosen teams in the 
last year and includes B. Connor, 
Murphy, M. Rogers, C. Barrows, 
Parker, D. Howell, K. Knowlton, 
Smith and L. Green. 
The committee decided that first 
and second teams should be chosen 
from the Upper and Lower Divi-
sions in each sport in order to pro-
mote more active competition. I t 
was also decided to co-operate with 
the men's Athletic Association in 
sponsoring Honors Day, formerly 
a strictly male affair. 
In order to retain their status 
in the "R" Club, each member 
must go out for some sport each 
term during the year. Sport heads 
for the coming year are to be vot-
ed upon by the Board at the next 
meeting. These girls must be par-
ticularly interested in their respec-
tive sports and endeavor to pro-
mote as much enthusiasm as pos-
sible between the groups. 
The Athletic Association is an 
organization open to all college 
women and every freshman is au-
tomatically a member. 
Advertise in the Sandspur 
Do you rememter 
. . . all of the claims that have been made 
about smoking tobacco—how it was that 
one was this and that one was that? 
After all, what you want to know 
when you get a thing for a certain pur-
pose is . . . 
"Was it made for that?" 
Granger is made of White Burley— 
the kind of leaf tobacco that's best for 
pipes. 
And old man Wellman, who taught 
us how to make Granger, knew how. 
Granger is made to 
smoke in a pipe—and 
folks seem to like it. 
a sensible package 
10 cents 
G ranger Rough Cut 
— t h e to tacco that's MADE FOR PIPES 
© 1935, tiGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO C O . 
